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Abstract We investigate the single W production associated with sleptons in 

longitudinally polarized e+ e- beams. The polarized cross-sections and the an

gular distributions of l-V- are calculated for charged sleptons in left-handed and 

right-handed multiplets. It is shown that the cross-sections for spin-l configura

tions of e+e- beams are sensitive to the mass spectrum of SUSY particles in the 

sub-Te V region, and considerably large in the TeV region. 

The search for supersymmetric (SUSY) particles will be one of the most 

important pursuits at the present and future colliders. As has been noted in 

a previous paper [1], the polarized electron and positron beams are useful to 

obtain the information of the masses of SUSY particles. As the energy of future 

machines increases, however, higher masses of SUSY particles become accessible. 

Thus at the next stage of th~ verificat~on of SUSY, we have to consider the test 

for the framework of the standard SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge theory itself with SUSY 

particles. 

The investigation of the triple vertex couplings of the gauge bosons ""fWW 

and ZOW'fY is the most serious test for the structure of the standard model. For 

the charged massive vector bosons, in general, the cross-section for the tree-level 

pair production violates unitarity owing to the longitudinal polarization state. In 

the standard gauge model, the ingenious cancellation mechanism works alnong 

the dangerous diagrams [2,3]. In this context the processes e+e- -*' 'fY+IV- [4] 

and pp -*' W+lV- [5] have heen analyzed for the proposed LEP200 and for the 

Tevatron. The possibility of probing the Z°'fYW couplings in ZO -+ WIl' has 

also been studied in the standard gauge model [6] and with the deviation from 

the gauge couplings [7]. As for single W production, e+e- -+ W-lIe+ has been 

studied from the ZO-regjon to the W-pair threshold [8]. At the e+e- colliders 
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in the TeV region such as CLIC [9], single lV production associated with SUSY 

particles will bave to be considered for completelless. 

In this paper, we investigate one of, the processes of the single '(tv production, 

(1) 

in longitudinally polarized beams, through the diagrams of fig. 1. Here ii, and 

j+ denote sneutrillos and charged sleptons, the SUSY partners of corresponding 

leptons. It is shown that the cross-sections for spin-1 configurations of e+e

beams are sensitive to the mass spectrunl of SUSY particles in the sub-TeV 

region, and considerably large in the TeV region. 

The polarized cross-sections are denoted by (1..\,~1 for the helicity states of 

electron (A = ±1) and those of positron (A' = ±1). For the high-eIlcrgy limit 

(..;s >- me), these cross-sections are replaced by those for the chiral states of 

electron and positron (A, A' : +1 -. Rand -1 -. L). Since not all the diagrarns 

ill fig. 1 contribute to the cross-sections (1..\,..\', the cOlltributed ones are listed in 
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TABLE I. - Contents of polarized cross-sections 

L-slepton 
aRR [forbidden] [forbidden] 
aRL IM(2) + M(4) + M(6)1 2 IAl(2) + 1\[(4) + M(6)12 
aLR IAl(1) + ... + kl(8)12 IlYJ(1) + A1(2) + l'vl(4) + kJ(6)12
aLL [forbiddell] [forbidden] 

R=SIepton 

~~~ ~i~~~~~~l:~l ~i~~e~~~::l 
aLR tfor bid den tforbiddcn 

___~aL~L~~IA_/~(3~)~+~A_[~(_7)~+~M~(~8~)I_2_______ ~[£_or_b_id_d_en~]_______ 

table I. The heading 'L-slepton' ('R-slepton') Oleans the production of it (i~), 
which is the SUSY partner of the left- (right-) handed charged lepton. 

\Ve employ a minitllal model of stlpergravity (SUGRA) GUT [10], for sepa

rating the essential part of SUSYphenoluellology frOOl the effects due to exotics 

as in superstring-inspired SUGRA GUTs. The input parallleters adopted in nu

merical calculation are taken so that aem(1nlV) = 1/128, sin2 8w(mw) = 0.22 and 

mzo = 93 GeV. With this choice, the IIlasS formula for sleptons [1] is 

(3) 


with Mt = 0.471111/2' The l11ass paranleters rno and ml/2 COlne from soft SUSY

breaking tenus have to be chosen to definite values for llumerical calculation. We 

take two Dlass sets as ill table II with Ali = 10 and 20 GeV by setting MiR = 36 

GeV ill accordance with the lightest mass set in ref. [1], alld setting Alv, AIIL' 

It is IncIIlorable that the real W-pair production is kineIllatically allowed only 

for the mass set I. 

In fig. 2 we show the integrated cross-sections a).,)/ versus the total energy 

vIs. The cut condition, Icos 91 ~ 0.985, is taken here. The cross-section aRL 
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TABLE II. - Mass scts (in GeV) 

e-e+ ... wv.1+ e-e+ ... W-v.1+ 
101 

100 

10-1 

~ 
b 10-· 

10-1 

10-' 

e-.+ .... W-v"j1+ .-e+ ... Wv"j1+ 
101 

1000 

..... _1. 
100 

10-1 
LR 

~ 
~ 

10-·b 

10-1 

10-· 
1000 

Fig. 2. Integrated cross-sections (J).,J..' versus total energy ..;s. 

of selectron production is equal to that of Sllluon production due to the saIne 

value in masses of sleptolls for the different generations. The cross-section CTLR 

of selectron production differ from that of smuon production owing to the four 

diagrams (3), (5), (7) aud (8). The contribution of the annihilation processes in 

general becolnes slnaller with the increase of y'S. rrhe rv-" IV+n (real and/or 

virtual) production through the diagram (2), however, is controled by the triple 
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Fig. 3. Angular distributions of W-, iu).,).! Ii cos (J at v'8 = 400 GeV. 

gauge coupling. It is found that the cancellation wecbanisDl works well behveen 

the ,lYl-Y process and the ZOI'YIY one in the cross-section URLt. On the other 

hand, the contribution of the diagram (1), another l-Y-"l'Y+" production, cancels 

that of the diagram (2) in the cross-section ULR. Consequently, URL is much 

slnaller than ULR. The differences of ULR and URL among hvo D1BSS sets are 

detennined by the distinct threshold behavior in the LEP200 region. At v'8 = 1 

TeV, the cross-sections become insensitive to the Inass spectrurn, and compete 

with those of the standard process e+ e- -+ l-Y- ve+. It is notable that only the L

slcptolls could be produced for the spin-1 configurations of e+e- beams. On the 

other hand, ULL occurs only for the R-selectron production. This cross-section is 

constant in the sub-TeV region, and insensitive to the tnass spectrum. 
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In fig. 3 we illustrate the dependence of angular distributions of fV- upon the 

Dlass spectrum at v'S = 400 GeV. The angular distributions are sensitive to the 

1I1ass spectrum at this energy. For the HL-polarization, the angular distributions 

are completp.ly symmetric with the reflection of the longitudinal IV- production. 

On the other hand, dULR/dcos8 's are forward-backward asYInmetric owing to 

the transverse W- production at this energy. It is found that those become 

flatter with the increase of v'S due to the dODlinance of the longitudinal lV

production. Thus the equivalence theorem [2] would be successful in the SUSY 

processes. The angular distribution dULL/d cos 8 is peculiar to the R-selectron 

production and is insensitive to the mass spectrum in the whole region. 

We have calculated the cross-sections and the angular distributions for the 

single lV- production associated with sleptons in longitudinally polarized e+e

beams. It is found that the cross-sections and the angular distributions of IV

are sensitive to the mass spectrum of SUSY particles provided the e+e- beams 

are in the spin-l configurations in the sub-Te V region. The behavior of the 

cross-sections reflccts the gauge cancellation mechanism and the scalar nature of 

sleptons. The rate is comparable with that of the standard single W- production 

in the Te V region. Although the angular distributions are different between the 

standard and the SUSY processes, the signature is the charged lepton and di-jet 

with Inissing energy-momentum in both processes. At any rate, we believe that 

the SUSY processes will be major background ones for the standard ones ill the 

single W production at the future TeV-region colliders. 

* * * 
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